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(:08). .. I received many notes and emails that last weeks teaching was too specific to 

one country. ... Last week we made it clear that we are One Nation and we demand 

peace, we have no games to play. As one family we have a say and we share 

information and our knowledge,   (:10). in science, plasma, health, and agriculture freely 

so we should be able to express our emotions and feelings about the peace as well, 

because it's an integral part of the whole thing. We are here to serve humanity and 

achieve peace. Interestingly enough, after last weeks teaching which was in the 

afternoon Theran time the Iranian government responded through the right directions, 

confirming that Iran has 2 hidden totally new technologies and it was made very clear in 

the military communication which we received through the actual officials ...  Iran took 

off any side missiles to give a clear indication. ... that they don't need them... we have 

enough power to punch. We put the parameters down. And the message has been 

received by our friends in American administration to understand that we mean peace. 

On Monday we saw the American government,  (:12). asking the Japanese government 

to intervene in talks between Iran. And the administration has clearly indicated to the 

Pentagon that we are not looking for war with Iran. Now we know why the whole 

situation is very clear. ...  

... Trump your Noble Prize lies in Theran ... first president in 40 years since the 

revolution ... 

(:14).   

 

(:20). 

 

.. We don't think we need defense much but space is what we are all concentrating on. 

(:30). We have given guarantees to the Chinese government on signing of the 

agreement, 6 months landing on the moon, within hours, and 12 months landing of 

humans, what we call colonizing in numbers, not one or two. We are on target and are 

working in that direction. Now you understand what peace means. We don't need to 

create wars where we can cross each other's borders and as I said, borders are manmade. 

If a camel doesn't know which side is Saudi and which is Yemen, why should a man 

have a passport. If mankind has put himself lower then the animals, that is the 

mankind's problem to put himself back, at least to the level of animals. We don't see any 

birds carrying passports .. why have we done this to ourselves as human beings. ?? for 

years. In this development, nations and nationhood becomes a big problem. Culture and 

culture-hood becomes an advantage, we share and enjoy each others culture, but it has 

no border. ...   (:32).   

 

(:36). 

 

(:44).  

 

(:50). 

 

(:56). Any questions.  ...  Comments. ... 

(:58). Q: I understand the instant communication of the body, when I decide to do 

something, when I catch my hand instantaneously through the total field of physics. Are 

the last steps of communicating humanity with the U Community how does my soul 



grow to be part of the totality field? Explain.   (1:00). ...  We have to learn a little bit 

about our own dimensions, our own strength, and in a very small way in the past 

teachings and a little bit in respect to what Jalal was teaching last week ... Carolina 

showed part of the energy transfer of the body. the first thing we have to learn is how do 

we extend the fields of our body, how to find the boundaries of it, and in that process 

what do we see in interaction with the fields. It's not that overnight you are going to 

jump, what I call the boundaries.  (1:02). It's learning through detachment.  

 

(1:16).  

proton electron fusion 

(1:20).  egg and sperm  

 

 

(1:38). 

 

(1:48). Any other question.   Q: Iranian woman talks on ... possible presentation..  

(1:50).   about Qigong , not very clear ??? (1:52).    (1:54).   (1:56). ...   

 

(1:58).  Mr. Keshe says her teaching is more in depth then what Jalal was trying to 

explain to us, but she is trying to explain the historical way that matter state energy has 

been understood, this is a combination of a number of understandings of the energy in 

the body of the man, which to learn is not a ?? shame, we are all  here knowledge 

seekers.  (2:00). (learns how to annotate ..)   (2:04).   (2:06). ... transmission points on 

hands and feet.  (2:08).    (2:10).  .. She put a magnet in a ball of thread ??? it rotates, its 

gravitational ...   (2:12). Rick is there anything on the Internet about this, with the hand 

and the magnet? No. Let's do something.  Make a video and play it. .. (2:14).  

.. I have done this many times, sometimes it works and sometimes not. Sometimes it 

depends on the state of the STM, just because it rotates it doesn't mean which one it is. 

If you take Gans's and make a patch and hold it in front of the heart,  (2:16). it can give 

you a different rate of breathing, you see pressure. If you move it and turn it, it gives 

you pleasure. This knowledge we already know but what is interesting is when you talk 

about the magnet, I do it with Gans's because it's a pleasure. It creates creatures, you see 

your emotions in 3 dimension sometimes. If you hold a ball of Gans between your 

hands without touching it, you see the creations ... especially if you created a dynamic 

ball, and if you turn the ball, the other side, opposite to where you are sitting, or turn 

your hands the other cross, you get different rotation of M fields. These things we 

understand. And I am getting a ...   You bring us different aspects of the science, from 

beautiful people who brought us Taoism, or we call it different sciences of the fields, so 

you're a dictionary, a collection of knowledge.  (2:18). For 99% of us to go and learn all 

of these things is impossible. But the way you explain it, we have a team in the 

background to support you to do a paper in a beautiful way, and even help you with the 

pictures, and bring it into the KF Journal. If 1% or another person find a path to another 

dimension, another direction, and that is what our purpose is. I enjoyed what you 

explained, I can see what you explained because you speak in a matter state and one of 

the problems you have, which you don't see, it's my problem not yours, is if you bring a 

magnet which is a matter state and you put in conjunction with the plasma Gans state of 

the body, so you might get some reactions, it means some of the cells in the body are at 

the strength of that (magnet) which is usually to do with the blood, and in that process 

we have to understand that the blood has to circulate, we have the fresh blood which is 

the child of the mothers discharge, and which one is closer to the skin where. These we 



have to understand scientifically. What I say as the next step. When you test this with a 

Gans, you are dealing with the same state of matter (as the body). The 4th state of 

matter which is Gans, which is a plasma, then we see the true effect of the energy 

transfer. Make 2 balls with the same Gans's, with a distance, your hands on either side 

of the ball, see which ball rotates in which direction.  (2:20). I use this knowledge 

extensively in my work. But you have to go to the next step. If I had my camera on I 

could show you the balls I use. The understanding of these things is huge. If you get a 

ball of Gans in your hands and load it up with 200 times more then another one in the 

other hand, you create a transformation of energy, but most of it goes through your 

body. It's a processing system for some illnesses. I hide it in the containers when I make 

breathing systems, by holding it I create that condition. Because people like to hold. 

When you hold a bottle of Gans in your hands ... you see understanding of the 

knowledge is most of what the knowledge is, and not how we interpret it. It's the 

interpretation that brings the extension to the knowledge. I would like to see the position 

of the hand, with the magnets, then if you have any Gans's especially a green and red 

one, show us, because I know I have done this, then get the paper written and publish it 

and people will understand more. If you go back to the health application you can use 

these things very easily, this is what most of the doctors around KF do. We understand 

the process of transaction of the fields.  (2:22). Fortunately we see sometimes reactions 

with a magnet in the hand, and it is totally due to the iron levels in our blood, it interacts 

with the fields of it, some of the fields of the magnet is made of iron, it has an iron 

content. 21 

 

(2:36). 

 

(2:44). 

 

(2:52). 

 

(2:56). 

 

(3:02). 

 

(3:08). 

 

(3:12). 

 

(3:18). 

 

.. The governments will start cleaning up.  (3:22). Humanity has started to become 

humane even though it doesn't look like it. One of the things we'll see in the coming 

time is the Fox News will be split up, owned by the Illuminati's and financed heavily 

through the back of what I call, Vatican, would be split up very soon, because people 

realize that they use news to make fake news to do the control. And we see that people 

go to the alternative real news where it sits. We have been conditioned to war by those 

who benefit by it, but now you can't sell arms, the beauty of it is that mankind is waking 

up and sees better doing in helping the others and changing the others, then killing the 

others, I hope and we wish it will be there. There will be no more wars, and we see how 

we curbed it in the past 7 days between Iran and the US. They might start skirmishes, 

but as I said, my soul is in the direction and this is the time, we made an invitation to 



president Trump, if he wants the Noble Prize, the Prize sits in Theran. Become another 

president after 40 years, and then meet in Theran, and meet the love of the Iranians.  

(3:24). It's there, it's all the same, the sanctions won't have that much teeth because now 

everybody, you are the steward, but the game was played. 11 

 

(3:28). 

 

(3:36). Thanks for today ... we achieved a lot today. .. 

Video 

END 

 


